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History of chocolate in Spain

A woman (Aline Masson) drinking a cup of
chocolate, in a canvas by Raimundo Madrazo

Typical 17th-century scene showing the
preparation of chocolate

The history of chocolate in Spain is part of the culinary history of
Spain as understood since the 16th century, when the colonisation of
the Americas began and the cocao plant was discovered in regions of
Mesoamerica, until the present. After the conquest of Mexico, cocoa as
a commodity travelled by boat from the port of Nueva España to the
Spanish coast. The first such voyage to Europe occurred at an
unknown date in the 1520s. However it was only in the 17th century
that regular trade began from the port of Veracruz, opening a maritime
trade route that would supply the new demand from Spain, and later
from other European countries.[1]

The introduction of this ingredient in Spanish culinary traditions was
immediate, compared with other ingredients brought from Latin
America, and its popularity and acceptance in all sectors of Spanish
society reached very high levels by the end of the 16th century. Since
its inception, chocolate was considered by Spaniards as a drink and
retained that perception until the beginning of the 20th century.

From the early stages, the cocoa was sweetened with sugar cane, which
the Spanish were the first to popularise in Europe. In pre-Columbus
America chocolate was flavored with peppers and was a mixture of
both bitter and spicy flavours. This made it an acquired taste and
limited its appeal to the Spanish conquistadors, who were soon
encouraged to sweeten it with sugar brought from the Iberian Peninsula
in addition to heating it.

Over a 100-year period since its first appearance in the ports of
Andalusia, chocolate became popular as a drink in Spain, where it was
served to the Spanish monarchy. However for a time the formula was
unknown in the rest of Europe. Later chocolate spread from Spain to
the rest of Europe, with the first countries to adopt it being Italy and
France.

The great popularity of the drink in Spanish society from that time until the 19th century is attested to in various
reports written by travellers who visited the Iberian peninsula. It was said that "chocolate is to the Spanish what tea is
to the English".[2] In this way chocolate was converted into a national symbol.[3] The unusual fondness for this drink
meant that coffee remained relatively unpopular in Spain compared to other European countries.[4]

In Spain, chocolate was exclusively considered a refreshing drink, and it was rarely used in other ways—though
there are older Spanish dishes that use cocoa. After the Spanish Civil War the custom declined in favour of coffee
consumption.[5] In modern Spain, traces of the history of the drink can be seen in the chocolate companies, the
chocolate shops and museums.
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Pre-Columbian era

Mayan writing referring to cocoa.

The Mesoamerican origin of the cacao tree (to which Linnaeus
gave the scientific name Theobroma cacao in 1753) is disputed by
modern botanical historians[6] since there are different hypotheses
about the region from which it comes. Thus, some theories point to
the Amazon region;[7] however, it is estimated that the plant also
grew in the wild in other parts of Americas, including the plains of
the Orinoco Basin. It is very likely that the Olmecs knew the cacao
plant, in 1000 BC and transmit its use and cultivation to the
Mayans,[8] who were the first to describe cocoa in their
hieroglyphics. There is some link between the blood of human
sacrifice and the intake of cocoa, and samples found in Mayan
tombs strongly imply that the drink was common in the noble

classes. The role played in religious ceremonies was explained by Diego de Landa, in his book List of Yucatan
things.

As currency
The chronicles of the Spanish conquistadors contain numerous mentions of its use by the Aztecs as a form of
currency, which used the Aztec vigesimal system the use of which was widespread. There were specific names, such
as the countles consisting of four cocoa beans, the xiquipil consisting of twenty countles and the "burden," which
included three xiquipiles. Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo noted:

"So in the province of Nicaragua, a Rabbit is worth ten kernels and for four kernels they give eight apples or
loquat of that excellent fruit they call munonzapot; and a slave is worth more or less 100 of these kernels,
depending on the negotiations between the parties involved."

Cocoa was also valued in other contexts such as religious rituals, marital rituals or as medicine (alone or mixed with
other plants) as well as being a nutritious food. The widely held belief that it was "a gift from the gods" gave it
appeal in pre-Columbian societies as a symbol of economic well-being. Its use as a currency was mostly in the
payment of taxes to the powerful.

The age of discovery

Cocao beans, which the Spanish thought similar
in appaearance to almonds.[9]

The discovery of new foods or preparation methods went through
several stages of understanding.[10] Firstly cocoa was understood as a
food and later as a pleasant taste. The latter was only possible through
adapting the food to flavours previously known. It is in these first
encounters of the Spanish Consquistadors with cocoa that we can see
that the preparation stage was adapted, it was sweetened and flavoured
with other spices such as cinnamon and served warm. After that they
had a better understanding of the value of chocolate.[11] Those three
simple changes distinguished the chocolate consumed by the Spanish
colonisers from the chocolate consumed by the natives. The same
pattern occurs in other foods enjoyed at the time by the natives and
Spanish.[12] although none of those had an acceptance and a global
demand in proportion similar to that of chocolate.
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Columbus' first encounter
The navigator Christopher Columbus, with the economic backing of the Catholic Monarchs, first reached the shores
of the New World on 12 October 1492, initially believing that he had reached India. This voyage was carried out to
expand markets by establishing new trade routes and therefore rival the Portuguese Empire, which was already well
established in Asia. Following the success of that first voyage to the New World, others were organised with the
intention of exploring and creating new trade routes.[13] On his fourth voyage, Columbus, in 1502, met an
unexpected storm and was forced to temporarily land on 15 August on the Bay Islands. In their first explorations of
the area, Columbus' group came upon a boat of Mayan origin travelling from the Yucatán Peninsula. The Spaniards
were surprised by the large size of the vessel. Colombus detained the vessel and examined the cargo, which
contained cocoa beans that he called almonds in his diary. However, he did not attach importance to these, and after
this original inspection he let the boat proceed with its cargo.[14]

In the later period from 1517 to 1519, the Spanish conquistadors Bernal Díaz del Castillo (who referred to the use of
cocoa by Aztecs in his book Historia verdadera de la conquista de la Nueva España) and Hernán Cortés both tried
the drink and found it to have both bitter and spicy tastes due to the use of achiote. On occasions cornmeal and
hallucinogenic mushrooms were also added to the drink.[15] Thereafter the Spaniards knew that cocoa beans were
considered legal tender by the locals. Fray Toribio de Benavente (nicknamed Motolinía) mentioned the existence of
cocoa in his works such as Memorias or Libro de Cosas de la Nueva España o de los naturales de ella.

Encounters in New Spain
After the conquest of Mexico, the Aztec emperor, Montezuma, offered Hernán Cortés and his companions fifty jars
of foaming chocolate. According to the account of Francisco Cervantes de Salazar, the great emperor had a stockpile
of several thousand 'charges' (tens of thousands of cocoa "kernels").[16]

The Italian Girolamo Benzoni in his book La Historia del Mondo Nuovo (1565) that "...chocolate seemed more like a
drink for pigs than a drink to be consumed by humans" noting that he had never tasted it despite residing there for
over a year.[17] Despite these caveats, Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo characterised it as an interesting ingredient,
while showing some reluctance to describe how some Indians, after drinking, had stained his lips as if they had
ingested human blood. The perceptions of the Spaniards were changing, in part, due to their increasing reliance on
native ingredients. The tortillas made with cornmeal or (tamales), heated without the use of fat did not appear to
satisfy the tastes of the conquerors used to pork and culinary techniques based on frying in fat, or sauteed with liberal
use of olive oil or bacon.[13] Foods popular in Spain at the time such as cheese were unknown to the inhabitants of
the New World.
As the Spanish settlers began to run out the stocks they brought with them, they had to find substitute foods. They
therefore began to plant vegetables, such as chickpeas, cereals such as wheat and fruits like oranges or pears.
Additionally they introduced the cultivation of olives, grapes and sugar cane. The latter ingredient became important,
as from the end of the 16th century onwards it began to be added to the cocoa paste leading to greater acceptance of
cocoa among the Spanish settlers.
During this settling in period, around the 1520s, the Spaniards had to get used to new foods and flavours while they
attempted to adapt old world cultivation methods to the new climate. Equally however the new ingredients brought
by the Spanish settlers such as wheat and chickpeas struggled to find acceptance among the native populations who
preferred their own homegrown dishes.[18]

Those Spaniards from humble economic backgrounds often married richer Aztecs aften as concubines. They thus
tended to eat food influenced by Aztec gastronomy.[13] This hastened the spread of cocoa among both cultures.
Bernal Díaz del Castillo mentioned that in a banquet held at the Plaza Grande in Mexico (built on the ruins of the
Aztec capital) to celebrate peace between Carlos I of Spain and Francis I of France chocolate was served in golden
tablets. The wide acceptance of cocoa by the Spanish conquistadors, especially the women, was also described by
the Jesuit José de Acosta in his book Historia natural y moral de las Indias (published in 1590).[19]
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As a result, after the initial aversion to cocoa had disappeared, supplies were sent to Spain. The second major
transformation of chocolate at the hands of the Spanish was in the serving method: the cocoa was heated until it
became liquid. This was in contrast to the natives of the New World, who generally drank it cold or at room
temperature.[20] The third change was the addition of spices from the Old World like cinnamon, ground black pepper
or aniseed.

Naming the new product

The grinding stone, or cocoa grinding stone,
widely used in Spain until the 19th century.

The Aztec language, Nahuatl, was difficult for the Spanish troops
stationed in Mexico to pronounce. The common ending tl sounded like
te. Hernan Cortes' difficulties with the language was evident in the
letters he sent, where he writes "Temistitan" instead of Tenochtitlan
and the tribal god Huitzilopochtli as "Huichilobos." Coexistence
between the two cultures led to the Spanish language borrowing certain
Mesoamerican phrases or words such as coyote or maiz.

Many dictionaries suggest that the word chocolate comes from the
Nahuatl chocolatl, based on an evolution from -tl to -te, however, there
are problems with this hypothesis. Firstly Coe argued that the word
chocolatl does not appear in the Aztec cultural writings of the time,[13]

similarly the word is not found in the work of Alonso de Molina, a lexicographer of the time, who wrote a book
about the grammar of the Aztec language in 1555. It is also absent from Bernardino de Sahagún's encyclopedia and
from the Huehuetlatolli ("The words of the ancients") a guide to moral conduct.[21] In all these works the word
cacahuatl (cocoa water) is used. In his periodic letters, Hernán Cortés refers to 'cocoa'. At an indeterminate time in
the 16th century, the Spanish of New Spain began to use the word chocolatl.

The Royal Family's physician Francisco Hernández de Córdoba already knew this name in the 1570s, describing
chocolatl as a drink consisting of cocoa beans and pochotl, a type of tree seed, both ground to powder.[22] José de
Acosta and his contemporaries also used the name chocolatl in Nueva España and the Yucatán making the word a
neologism. However others have suggested that the word chocolatl came from xocoatl, where xoco means bitter and
atl means water.[23] Another possible explanation comes from the colonial habit of making hot cocoa,[9] with many
Mayan dictionaries of the time explaining that "the drink called chocolate" comes from chacau haa (literally 'hot
water') which is phonetically close to chocolatl.[9][24]

First deliveries to Spain
In 1520 the caravels began delivering Spanish cacao to Spain and the pirates with a letter of marque from England,
perhaps due to ignorance of the new ingredient, burned and discarded the contents of the Spanish ships which they
seized.[6] No one knows for certain when cocoa first arrived in Spain, however it was considered a valuable material
in the mid-16th century. The value which the product had can be seen in the strength of the Spanish galleons which
carried the first cacao seeds to Spanish ports to prevent their theft.[25]

There is no evidence that Hernan Cortes himself brought any cacao back to Spain on his return trip, as when he met
Carlos I, King of Spain and Holy Roman Emperor in 1528, cacao was not listed among the gifts brought back from
the New World. The first deliveries to Spain were made by small galleys, which took advantage of the "Chocolate
wind", as the favourable North wind in the Gulf of Mexico was known.
The first documentary evidence of chocolate in Spain comes from a delegation of Dominican monks led by Fray 
Bartolome de las Casas, who tavelled to the Iberian peninsula in 1544 to visit Prince Philip, future Emperor Philip 
II.[26] During the meeting, gifts of sweetgum, corn, and cocoa are documented. It also refers to a chocolate 
milkshake that was served, this being the first documented case of the presence of chocolate in Spain.[26] The
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Dominican monks' familiarity with this type of food may have facilitated the transmission of cocoa from the
monasteries of Mesoamerica to Spain. Studies show that, prior to the reception, Father Aguilar would be the first in
Spain to prepare jars of chocolate for the Abbot of the Piedra Monastery, Don Antonio de Alvaro.[27]

Other authors refer to the Benedictine monks as the first importers of chocolate in 1532. The first deliveries were
brought by the Maria del Mar galley through the port of Cadiz and were delivered to the Convent of the Third
Franciscans of Seville. A quote from the Benedictines of the time was: "Do not drink the cocoa, anyone but friar, sir
or brave soldier." In 1585, an embassy of Japan, visiting the Emperor Philip II in Alicante, was impressed by the
offer of chocolate made by the nearby convent of the Poor Clares of Veronica. From the beginning, Spanish priests
were the chocolate experts who spread their recipe among congregations. In 1601, the confessor of the court in the
city of Cordoba, Serven Serrietz, inserted small amounts of chocolate in vegetables.[11]

He attempted to plant cocoa in the Iberian Peninsula but the result was a complete failure, leading to the realisation
that cultivation was best in latitudes between 20 degrees north and 20 degrees south.[20] The expansion and the need
to seek a favorable climate for growing new food meant that cocoa trees flourished in Fernando Poo (in Spanish
Guinea) and from there spread across the African continent. At that time preparation of sweets and confectionery
was largely in the hands of pharmacists who used chocolate in various secret recipes and pharmaceutical
applications. The nutritional use of chocolate was debated in those early times, and possible medicinal uses of cocoa
were investigated from the beginning: an example can be found in the Badianus Codex, written in 1552.[28]

Chocolate and confectionery was served in Madrid in the seventeenth century, and locals in those establishments
asked for the "drink that came from the Indies.'[29] Reference to the public availability of chocolate is made by
several visitors in the eighteenth century.[30] In 1680 cocoa was served in combination with melted ice to the nobles
present at the Auto-da-fés.[22] The writer Marcos Antonio Orellana makes reference to its popularity at the time in a
brief rhyme:[31]

¡Oh, divino
chocolate!
que arrodillado
te muelen,
manos plegadas
te baten
y ojos al cielo te
beben.

Sources
• This article draws heavily on the corresponding article in the Spanish-language Wikipedia, which was accessed

in the version of 3 August 2012.
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Columbian Exchange

Inca-era terraces on Taquile are used to grow
traditional Andean staples, such as quinoa and

potatoes, alongside wheat, a European introduction.

The Columbian Exchange also known as the Grand Exchange
was a dramatically widespread exchange of animals, plants,
culture, human populations (including slaves), communicable
disease, and ideas between the Western and Eastern Hemispheres
following the voyage to the Americas by Christopher Columbus in
1492.[1]:163 The term was coined in 1972 by Alfred W. Crosby, a
historian at the University of Texas at Austin, in his same-titled
work of environmental history.[2][3]:27 The contact between the
two areas circulated a wide variety of new crops and livestock
which supported increases in population in both hemispheres.
Explorers returned to Europe with maize, potatoes, and tomatoes,
which became very important crops in Eurasia by the 18th century.
Similarly, Europeans introduced manioc and the peanut to tropical Southeast Asia and West Africa, where they
flourished and supported growth in populations on soils that otherwise would not produce large yields.
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Influence

Portuguese trading animals in Japan; detail of
Nanban panel (1570-1616)

In the biological and ecological exchange that took place following
Spanish establishment of colonies in New World, people of Europe and
Africa settled in the New World, and animals, plants and diseases of
Eurasia and the Western Hemisphere were introduced to each area in
an interchange.
This exchange of plants and animals transformed European, American,
African, and Asian ways of life. New foods became staples of human
diets, and new growing regions opened up for crops. For example,
before AD 1000, potatoes were not grown outside of South America.
By the 1840s, Ireland was so dependent on the potato that a diseased
crop led to the devastating Irish Potato Famine.[4] Since being
introduced by 16th-century Portuguese traders, who brought them from
the Americas,[5] maize and manioc replaced traditional African crops
as the continent's most important staple food crops.[6] New staple crops that were introduced to Asia from the
Americas via Spanish colonizers in the 16th century, including maize and sweet potatoes, contributed to the
population growth in Asia.[7] European exploration of tropical areas was aided by the New World discovery of
quinine, the first effective treatment for malaria.[1]:164

One of the first European exports, the horse, changed the lives of many Native American tribes on the Great Plains,
allowing them to shift to a nomadic lifestyle based on hunting bison on horseback.[8] Tomato sauce, made from New
World tomatoes, became an Italian trademark and tomatoes were widely used in France, while coffee from Africa
and sugar cane from Asia became the main commodity crops of extensive Latin American plantations. Introduced to
India by the Portuguese, chili/paprika from South America is today an integral part of Indian cuisine, as are potatoes.

New World native plants. Clockwise, from top
left: 1. Maize (Zea mays) 2. Tomato (Solanum

lycopersicum) 3. Potato (Solanum tuberosum) 4.
Vanilla (Vanilla) 5. Pará rubber tree (Hevea
brasiliensis) 6. Cacao (Theobroma cacao) 7.

Tobacco (Nicotiana rustica)

Before regular communication had been established between the two
hemispheres, the varieties of domesticated animals and infectious
diseases that jumped to humans, such as smallpox, were strikingly
larger in the Old World than in the New. Many had migrated west with
animals or people, or were brought by traders from Asia, so diseases of
two continents were suffered by all. While Europeans and Asians were
affected by the Eurasian diseases, their endemic status in those
continents over centuries caused many people to acquire immunity. By
contrast, "Old World" diseases had a devastating impact on Native
American populations because they had no natural immunity to the
new diseases. The smallpox epidemics are believed to have resulted in
the largest death tolls among Native Americans, surpassing any wars[9]

and far exceeding the mortality from the Black Death.[1]:164 It is estimated that upwards of 80–95 percent of the
Native American population was decimated within the first 100–150 years following 1492; the most affected regions
in the Americas lost 100% of their population.[1]:165

Before the Columbian Exchange, there were no oranges in Florida, no bananas in Ecuador, no paprika in Hungary,
no tomatoes in Italy, no potatoes in Germany, no coffee in Colombia, no pineapples in Hawaii, no rubber trees in
Africa, no cattle in Texas, no donkeys in Mexico, no chili peppers in Thailand or India, and no chocolate in
Switzerland.
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Arrival and Acceptance of Tomatoes in the Old World
It took three centuries after their introduction in Europe for tomatoes to become readily accepted. In fact, of all the
New World plants in Italy, only the potato took as long as the tomato to gain acceptance. In large part this was due to
sixteenth-century physicians believing that this native Mexican fruit was poisonous and the generator of
"melancholic humors." In 1544, Pietro Andrea Mattioli, a Tuscan physician and botanist, suggested that tomatoes
might be edible, but no record exists of anyone consuming them at this time. On October 31, 1548 the tomato was
given its first name anywhere in Europe when a house steward of Cosimo de' Medici, the grand duke of Tuscany,
wrote to the Medici private secretary that the basket of pomi d'oro "had arrived safely." At this time the label pomi
d'oro was also used to refer to figs, melons, and citrus fruits in treatises by scientists.[10]

Tomatoes were grown mainly as ornamentals early on after their arrival in Italy. For example, the Florentine
aristocrat Giovanvettorio Soderini wrote how they "were to be sought only for their beauty" and were grown only in
gardens or flower beds. In fact, tomatoes were grown in elite town and country gardens in the fifty years or so
following their arrival in Europe and were only occasionally depicted in works of art. However, in 1592 the head
gardener at the botanical garden of Aranjuez near Madrid, under the patronage of Philip II of Spain wrote that "it is
said [tomatoes] are good for sauces." Besides this account, tomatoes remained exotic plants grown for ornamental
purposes, but rarely for culinary use. The combination of pasta with tomato sauce only dates back to the late
nineteenth century. There are around 32,000 acres of tomatoes cultivated in Italy today and there are still areas where
relatively few tomatoes are grown and consumed.[10]

Old World native plants. Clockwise, from top
left: 1. Citrus (Rutaceae); 2. Apple (Malus
domestica); 3. Banana (Musa); 4. Mango
(Mangifera); 5. Onion (Allium); 6. Coffee
(Coffea); 7. Wheat (Triticum spp.); 8. Rice

(Oryza sativa)

Examples

It is difficult to imagine what the cuisines of
South and Southeast Asia would be like without

the chili pepper

Type of organism Domesticated animals Domesticated plants
Infectious diseases Old World to New World
• cat (domestic - wild species already present)
•• camel
•• chicken
•• cow
•• donkey
•• ferret
• goat (domestic - wild species already present)
• goose (domestic - wild species already present)
•• honey bee

•• horse
•• rabbit (domestic)
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•• pig
•• rock pigeon
• sheep (domestic)
•• silkworm
•• water buffalo
•• guineafowl
•• ackee
•• almond
•• apple
•• apricot
•• artichoke
•• asparagus
•• banana
•• barley
•• beet
• bilberry ("blueberry", "blaeberry")
•• bitter melon
•• black pepper
• Brassica oleracea-derived vegetables

• kale and collard greens
•• broccoli
•• cabbage
•• brussels sprouts
•• cauliflower

•• cantaloupe
•• carambola
•• cardamom
•• carrot
•• cinnamon
•• clove
•• coffee
• citrus (orange, lemon, etc.)
•• cucumber
•• date palm
•• fig
•• flax
•• garlic
• grape (fox grape and other species used as rootstocks)
•• hazelnut
• hemp (including cannabis/marijuana)
•• kiwifruit
•• kola nut
•• lettuce
•• mango
•• millet
•• nutmeg
• oats
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•• okra
•• olive
•• onion
•• opium
•• peach
•• pea
•• pear
•• pistachio
•• radish
•• rhubarb
•• rice
•• rye
•• soybean
•• sugarcane
•• taro
•• tea
•• turnip
•• wheat
• walnut (English)
•• watermelon
•• Wine grape
• yam (sometimes misnamed "sweet potato")
•• bubonic plague
•• chicken pox
•• cholera
•• common cold
•• diphtheria
•• influenza
•• leprosy
•• malaria
•• measles
•• scarlet fever
•• smallpox
•• typhoid
•• typhus
•• whooping cough
•• yellow fever
•• yaws
New World to Old World
•• alpaca
• American Mink (fur farming)
•• guinea pig
•• llama
•• Muscovy Duck
•• turkey
•• agave
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• amaranth (as grain)
•• arrowroot
•• avocado
• common beans (pinto, lima, kidney, etc.)
•• black raspberry
•• bell pepper
• blueberry (not to be confused with bilberry, also called blueberry)
•• canistel
•• cashew
•• chia
•• chicle
•• chirimoya
• chili peppers
• cranberries (large cranberry, or bearberry species)
•• coca
•• cocoa
• cotton (long staple species)
•• custard apple
• guava (common)
•• huckleberry
•• Jerusalem artichoke
•• jicama
• maize (referred to in North America as "corn")
• manioc (cassava, tapioca, yuca)
•• papaya
•• passionfruit
•• peanut
•• pecan
•• pineapple
•• potato
•• pumpkin
•• quinoa
•• rubber
•• sapodilla
•• squash
• strawberry (commercial varieties)
•• sugar-apple
•• sunflower
•• sweet potato
•• tobacco
•• tomato
•• vanilla
• wild rice (Indian rice, not directly related to Asian rice)
•• yerba maté
•• yucca
• zucchini (courgette)
•• bejel
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Passiflora_edulis
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Peanut
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pecan
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pineapple
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Potato
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pumpkin
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Quinoa
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Rubber
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Manilkara_zapota
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Squash_%28fruit%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Strawberry
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•• Chagas disease
•• pinta
•• syphilis

Unintentional introductions
Further information: Introduced species, Invasive species, and List of invasive species
Plants that arrived by land, sea, or air in "ancient" times (or before 1492 in the U.K.) are called archaeophytes, and
plants introduced to Europe after those times are called neophytes. In addition to the diseases mentioned above,
many species of organisms were introduced to new habitats on the other side of the world accidentally or
incidentally. These include such animals as brown rats, earthworms (apparently absent from parts of the
pre-Columbian New World), and zebra mussels, which arrived on ships.[11]

Invasive species of plants and pathogens also were introduced by chance, including such weeds as tumbleweeds
(Salsola spp.) and Wild oats (Avena fatua). Some plants introduced intentionally, such as the Kudzu vine introduced
in 1894 from Japan to the United States to help control soil erosion, have since been found to be invasive pests in the
new environment. Fungi have been transported, such as the one responsible for Dutch elm disease, killing American
elms in North American forests and cities, where many had been planted as street trees. Some of the invasive species
have become serious ecosystem and economic problems after establishing in the New World environments. Note
that most of these detrimental invasions were from the Eastern Hemisphere to the Western.
A beneficial, although probable unintentional, introduction is Saccharomyces eubayanus, the yeast responsible for
lager beer now thought to have originated in Patagonia.[12]

Introduced feral populations
Escaped and feral populations of non-indigenous animals have thrived in both the Old and New Worlds, often
displacing native species.
Gray squirrels have been particularly successful in colonising Great Britain and populations of raccoons can now be
found in some regions of Germany, the Caucasus and Japan. Fur farm escapees such as coypu and American Mink
have extensive populations in the Old World.
In the New World, populations of feral European cats, pigs, horses and cattle are common.
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